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Introduction 

Whole brain emulation (WBE) is the possible future one-to-one modeling of the 
function of the entire (human) brain. The basic idea is to take a particular brain, 
scan its structure in detail, and construct a software model of it that is so faithful to 
the original that, when run on appropriate hardware, it will behave in essentially 
the same way as the original brain. This would achieve software-based intelli-
gence by copying biological intelligence (without necessarily understanding it). 

WBE has been a staple of science fiction and philosophical thought experi-
ments for a long time, from the early futurist visions of  (Bernal, 1929) to (Parfit, 
1984)(Chalmers, 1995)(Searle, 1980). While the philosophical literature has ex-
plored the possibility as a tool for elucidating theories of identity and mind, it has 
not overly concerned itself with the issue of whether it could actually be achieved 
technologically.  

The first attempt at a technical analysis of brain emulation was a report  
(Merkle, 1989) reviewing automated analysis and reconstruction methods for 
brains. It predicted that “a complete analysis of the cellular connectivity of a struc-
ture as large as the human brain is only a few decades away”. The  first  populari-‐‑
zation  of  a  technical  description  of  a  possible  mind  emulation  scenario  can  
be   found   in   (Moravec,  1988),  where   the  author  describes   the  gradual  neu-‐‑
ron-‐by-‐neuron   replacement   of   a   (conscious)   brain   with   software.   Since  
then  a  number  of  reports  have  attempted  to  analyse  the  technical  require-‐‑
ments   and   constraints   of   WBE         (e.g.   (Sandberg   &   Bostrom,   2008)   and  
(Parker,  Friesz,  &  Pakdaman,  2006)),   several  projects  aimed  at   large  scale  
scanning   and   reconstruction   have   been   started   (Blue   Brain,   the   Human  
Connectome   Project,   brainpreservation.org)   and   there   is   also   a   renewed  
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philosophical   interest   in   the   possible   impact   of   software   intelligence  
(Chalmers,  The  Singularity:  A  Philosophical  Analysis,  2010)  

WBE is interesting for several reasons:  

• It is the logical endpoint of computational neuroscience's attempts to accurately 
model neurons and brain systems, and the emergent dynamics that occur in 
such models. Neuroinformatics, like other areas of bioinformatics, aims at doc-
umenting maps as complete as possible of biological systems at different levels 
of resolution. WBE would be a combination of an accurate map and sufficient-
ly accurate modeling.  

• WBE might produce useful data or inspiration for AI even if the full aim is 
never realized. 

• WBE might lead to AI and possible superintelligence through mental en-
hancement  (Chalmers, The Singularity: A Philosophical Analysis, 2010). 

• Attempts at brain emulation would itself be a test of ideas in the philosophy of 
mind and philosophy of identity  (Shores, 2011).  

• The impact of successful WBE could be immense. Given that human capital is 
a main driver of economic growth, copyable human capital (in the sense of sys-
tems able to perform the same tasks as a human) implies extremely fast eco-
nomic growth, and would have profound societal and ethical consequences  
(Hanson, 1994) (Hanson, Economics of the singularity, 2008). Even low prob-
ability events of such magnitude merit investigation, especially if early coordi-
nation is necessary to avoid disastrous outcomes. 

WBE represents a formidable engineering and research problem, yet one that ap-
pears to have a well-defined goal and could, it would seem, be achieved by ex-
trapolations of current technology. This is unlike many other approaches to artifi-
cial intelligence where we do not have any clear metric of how far we are from 
success. 
 
Arguments of incredulity are not sufficient to disprove WBE – the complexity of 
the brain might be high, but there are many of examples where people have 
scanned or simulated very complex systems (genomes, proteins, integrated cir-
cuits) that would have appeared infeasible just a few years earlier. We cannot trust 
intuitions formed in scientific and technological environments different from the 
environment where the eventual development will take place. 
 
Still, the existence of simple prototypes today does not constitute a proof of even-
tual success; the way to avoid the “first step fallacy” (Dreyfus, 1992) is to look at 
the constraints of the process and preconditions that might imply its eventual in-
feasibility. This paper will explore the feasibility of WBE, investigating what pre-
conditions - philosophical, scientific and technological - are necessary for various 
degrees of success and the extent they can be estimated given our current state of 
knowledge. 
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Simulations and emulations 

Simulations are processes that mimic the relevant features of target processes  
(Hartmann, 1996). A computer simulation is an attempt to model a particular sys-
tem by creating a software representation that represents objects, relations and dy-
namics of the system in such a way that relations between objects in the simula-
tion map onto relations between equivalence classes of objects in the original 
system.  
 
Simulations can be of different levels of resolution. For the current paper we will 
focus on simulations that attempts to achieve full functional equivalence – all rel-
evant behavioral properties and internal causal links of the original system are rep-
licated. Exactly what this requirement entails depends on both the success criteri-
on used by human researchers (the goal aimed for) and the corresponding 
necessary resolution scale in the brain.  
 
A key issue in simulation science is validation, testing that the real and simulated 
systems correspond to each other. There are three types of validity (Zeigler, 1985) 
(Zeigler, Praehofer, & Kim, 2000):  

• Replicative validity: the simulation matches already observed data from the re-
al system (retrodiction) 

• Predictive validity: the simulation matches data before they are acquired from 
the real system (prediction) 

• Structural validity: the simulation “not only reproduces the observed real sys-
tem behavior, but truly reflects the way in which the real system operates to 
produce this behavior.”  (Zeigler, 1985) In this case the map between the real 
system and the simulation is a homomorphism: all relationships between ele-
ments in the real system have corresponding relationships in the simulated sys-
tem. 

Given that scanning methods of brains are very likely to be destructive (Ap-
pendix E of (Sandberg & Bostrom, 2008)) predictive validity in the simple sense 
might be impossible. Conversely, by the definition of WBE structural validity is a 
necessary condition for success. However, this is not directly observable: we can-
not know that all parts are included, merely that the replicative validity is good.  

Emulations 

In software engineering the term emulator is used for hardware and/or software 
that duplicate the functions of a computer system in another computer system.  
Typically the focus is on exact reproduction of external behavior rather than the 
exact internal structure. Internal states need to change as a function of inputs, pro-
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ducing outputs compatible with the modeled system but the states are not neces-
sarily corresponding to any components of the system. 

Many emulation are used to run software from older computers on newer com-
puters; here the emulation of the old hardware and operating system underlying 
the software layer allows the execution of the software to be simulated in a one-to-
one manner. Emulation in this sense is something enabling an accurate or one-to-
one simulation by providing a sufficiently accurate interface that imitates low-
level functions that are not relevant to the simulation1.  

An impressive example of such emulation is the reconstruction and emulation 
of the MOS 6502 processor by the Visual6502.org project. Unlike normal emula-
tor construction based on implementing the description in chip specification doc-
uments this project scanned and interpreted a physical instance of the processor. 
Working from a single chip they exposed the silicon die, photographed its surface 
and substrate at high resolution, generated polygon models of the individual com-
ponents, used the known rules for how they intersect to form circuits to automati-
cally deduce the circuit diagram and hence produce a transistor-level simulation of 
the chip.  

The reason for the physical scanning was that available design information 
tends to be incomplete or incorrect and manual reconstruction from the actual chip 
is not feasible for complex chips (Visual Transistor-level Simulation of the 6502 
CPU, 2011). In this regard the project has many similarities to a hypothetical 
WBE project, although of course it was helped by the fact that the chip has a well-
defined structure, perfectly understood components and merely 3,510 transistors.  

This simulation is capable of running any programs the original processor 
could, not just emulating the response to instructions but the actual logic. It leaves 
out resistance and capacitance, has no propagation delays and makes use of some 
simple heuristics to handle analog behavior of transistors (James, Silverman, & 
Silverman, 2010). There is no need to perform an electrical simulation of the 
components (or hardware in the second case) since the digital nature of the system 
allows a sharp abstraction boundary where higher level layers do not depend on 
the details of lower levels. As we will see, the issue of whether sharp abstraction 
boundaries exist in the brain is of key importance for the feasibility of brain emu-
lation. 

 
 
 
  

                                                             
1 It should be noted that the use of emulation here diverges slightly from the usage in (Sandberg 
& Bostrom, 2008); there it denotes structurally valid simulation, while here it denotes a platform 
that enables a structurally valid simulation.  
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Philosophical feasibility 

Philosophy of mind: physicalism, functionalism 

WBE assumes that everything that matters in brains supervenes on the physi-
cal. The major difference to AI is that WBE does not only require physicalism, but 
that all relevant properties are in principle observable. If mental supervenience re-
quires properties that can never be observed for some reason, then WBE would 
not be feasible while strong AI might still be achievable. The functional relations 
between the properties might be unobservable, preventing the construction of 
brain emulations in general, or individual properties of importance might be unob-
servable so that while emulations are possible gaining the necessary data to make 
an emulation of a particular brain will remain out of reach.  

WBE makes roughly similar assumptions as strong AI about the philosophy of 
mind when it comes to the machine implementation of intelligent behavior, at 
least in the wider sense of the term “strong AI” as systems that act like they have 
minds rather than the more precise original sense in (Searle, 1980) – some success 
criteria for WBE do not require a mind emulation, merely appropriate behavior. 

WBE is also committed to functionalism, since it assumes that by copying the 
functional relationships of a brain the relevant properties are copied or will emerge 
from their execution. A successful WBE project implies multiple realizability 
since the software could be copied to multiple hardware platforms.  

As noted by (Shores, 2011), WBE might act as a test for theories of downward 
causation or holism of minds: while WBE assumes an emergent mind, it assumes 
a particular form of emergence from simple components that might not be compat-
ible with other theories of emergence. 

Can meaningful degrees of success be defined and observed? 

The degree to which simulations are judged successful in science depends on how 
well a simulation achieves the desired function of the simulation in the scientific 
process. This does not have to correspond to a close match of behavior if the goal 
is to inspire experiments, or act as pedagogical or heuristic tools. Simulations used 
as substitute for experiments on the other hand will be judged as more successful 
the closer their results match their counterpart real experiments, at least along the 
dimensions the experiment aims to measure.  
 
However, WBE can aim at something different from improving scientific under-
standing. It can also be an engineering goal, where it is the usable result that mat-
ters. A working simulation of the human mind that does not help lead to an under-
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standing of how intelligent behavior is generated may be scientifically useless, but 
could still hold great practical and philosophical value.  

The development of WBE would entail a sequence of generating simulations 
based on theory and measured data, comparing them with reality, building revised 
simulations, and so on. A somewhat unusual aspect is that it also includes con-
structing technological tools for automatically converting biological inputs into 
simulation: the project includes not just the normal practice of simulation but a 
partial automation of it. It is not implausible that attempts to automate aspects of 
validation and verification would also be included, producing a semi-automated 
simulation building pipeline.  

It is possible to distinguish several potential success criteria for WBE: 
 

1. “Functional brain emulation”: The emulation simulates the objects de-
rived from brain scanning with enough accuracy to produce (at least) a 
substantial range of species-typical basic emergent activity of the same 
kind as a brain (e.g. a slow wave sleep state or an awake state). It exhibits 
generically correct causal micro-dynamics but not functionally unified in-
to meaningful behavior. 

2. “Species generic brain emulation”: The emulation produces the full range 
of species-typical emergent behavior and learning capacity, but does not 
have any behavior linked to the individual brain(s) used for scanning.  

3. “Individual brain emulation”: The emulation produces emergent activity 
characteristic of that of one particular (fully functioning) brain. It is more 
similar to the activity of the original brain than to the activity of any other 
brain.   

4. “Social role-fit emulation”/“Person emulation”: The emulation is able to 
fill and be accepted into some particular social role, for example to per-
form all the tasks required for some normally human job.  

5. “Mind emulation”: The emulation produces subjective mental states (qua-
lia, phenomenal experience) of the same kind that would have been pro-
duced by the particular brain being emulated.  

6. “Personal identity emulation”: The emulation is correctly described as a 
continuation of the original mind; either as numerically the same person, 
or as a surviving continuer thereof. The emulation is an object of pruden-
tially rational self-concern for the brain to be emulated. 

 
Of these success criteria only 1-4 are directly observable. Criterion 4 is a bor-

derline case since it depends on interaction with others. The emulation should be 
able to pass a personalized Turing test: outsiders familiar with the emulated person 
would be unable to detect whether responses came from the original person or 
emulation.  

An emulation that exhibits these individual traits might still fail at being a mind 
emulation (it lacks mental properties) or person emulation (it lacks necessary as-
pects of personal continuity). However, success criteria 5-6 does not appear to be 
directly observable and to what extent they might be entailed by the criteria for 3 
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and 4 depends on what theory of mind and identity is adopted  (Chalmers, The 
Singularity: A Philosophical Analysis, 2010). 

Success criterion 5 assumes multiple realizability (that the same mental proper-
ty, state, or event can be implemented by different physical properties, states, and 
events). Sufficient apparent success with WBE would provide persuasive evidence 
for multiple realizability. Generally, emulation up to and including level 4 does 
not appear to depend on any strong metaphysical assumptions. 

Chaos 

An issue is whether simulations of chaotic systems are meaningful. Given that 
the brain almost certainly contains chaotic dynamics (since even a three neuron 
system can become chaotic  (Li, Yu, & Liao, 2001)), the state of a simulation will 
diverge from the state of the original quickly and the predictive validity of the 
simulation appears low.  

However, what matters is the dynamics and causal structure, not the exact dy-
namic state. Brains or minds in a slightly different activity states are still recog-
nized as the same brains or minds, even though their contents might differ. There 
exists a significant amount of noise in the brain but it does not prevent meaningful 
brain states from evolving despite the indeterminacy of their dynamics. The struc-
tural validity demand on WBE does not demand identical output of the simulation 
and the modeled brain, merely output that is compatible with the output that would 
have been given by the brain if it had been in a similar internal state.  

While predictive validity is important for many scientific models it has not the 
same weight in engineering, where a predictable behavior is more important. For a 
full WBE long-term divergence is also expected: if learning processes and differ-
ent experiences doesn’t cause the system to change in character like a real brain 
would change, it would not be a successful WBE. 

Non-organicism 

A key assumption, characteristic of the WBE approach to AI, is non-
organicism: total understanding of the brain is not needed, just understanding of 
the component parts and their functional interactions. In normal science top-level 
understanding is seen as the goal, with detail understanding merely a step towards 
it. This is why WBE evades many of the standard issues of explanation in the phi-
losophy of simulation: it does not attempt to explain the brain or mind, just copy 
them.  

Can a system be copied without understanding its purpose? It does not seem 
implausible that a person with no understanding of carpentry (or a mindless robot) 
could follow sufficiently detailed IKEA instructions to build a piece of furniture. 
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A better understanding of the high level aspects would enable them to perform 
better, but it is not necessary. What is required is the appropriate low-level actions 
that builds the system.  

A simple example of how understanding may not be required for creating com-
plex simulations is software compilers. Compiler programs do not understand 
software and merely perform syntactic operations that transform human-readable 
source code into machine executable machine code. Similarly a WBE pipeline 
might without any understanding mechanically convert a physical system (a brain) 
into a software system (a simulation). 

Constructing the WBE pipeline might embody a sophisticated understanding of 
the brain: requisite scan resolution and modalities, how components work, how to 
test and validate the system. The claim of WBE is that this understanding does not 
have to extend to the meaning of neural systems, merely their internal function. 
One could imagine that the team that reconstructed the 6502 processor were given 
an unknown chip to reverse engineer: their method would have a good chance of 
succeeding, although they would have a hard time testing the validity of their re-
construction. This also shows a key challenge for WBE: even for fairly modest 
success criteria, it can be hard to validate against a system whose function is un-
known. 

Holist theories of mind suggest that everything that is going on will be a func-
tion of what all the other components are doing, with little hierarchy  (Thompson, 
Varela, & Rosch, 1991). While the holistic system might emerge if the parts are in 
place and in the right states, the holistic view might be an argument against non-
organicism: there is no way of separating the levels, and the required understand-
ing to create the emulation will be distributed across them. This links with the 
scale separation issue below. 

Scientific issues 

This group of issues deals with the actual physical properties of the brain and 
the possibility of humans inferring enough information about them to achieve 
WBE. It also includes the methodological question of how a WBE research pro-
gram could be implemented so as to approach a successful emulation over time. 

Level of understanding 

A key issue is what level of detail of understanding the brain is needed. This is 
closely tied to size scales: a higher level of detail typically requires gaining neuro-
scientific information on smaller scales, requiring new modalities of measurement. 
High resolution scanning also produces more information, requiring more storage 
and processing. Abstract models on the other hand require more complex func-
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tional understanding of the systems, but less data. The fundamental approach of 
WBE is that it trades high-level understanding for brute force requirements. 

At present there is no consensus on what level of understanding would be 
needed to achieve WBE. An informal poll among researchers suggested that the 
electrophysiological level (cellular compartments) is most popular, but this merely 
represents an opinion  (Sandberg & Bostrom, 2008). Scale separation might repre-
sent a principled way of reaching a consensus. 

Finding biological modalities 

Analysing the potential of the WBE project also involves estimating the num-
ber and complexity of biological modalities that need to be modeled. Some issues 
such as whether dynamical state, the spinal cord, volume transmission or glia cells 
need to be included can already be estimated with some precision and does not 
pose any insurmountable simulation problems (Sandberg & Bostrom, 2008). 
Known unknowns such as the number of neuron types, neurotransmitters or rele-
vant metabolites can be bounded. While estimating what remains to be discovered 
in a finite domain is surprisingly problematic (compare with attempts at estimating 
the number of species on Earth  (Bebber, Marriott, Gaston, Harris, & Scotland, 
2007)) the boundedness of the number of possible entities means that the com-
plexity of the simulation is not as strongly affected by new discoveries as it would 
be by requirements of finer resolution.  

The interesting challenge is issues of assessing unknown unknowns, such as 
whether there exist entirely new forms of interactions in the brain. This is truly 
unpredictable, even by analyzing past discoveries. The only way to be certain all 
relevant processes have been included in a simulation is successful brain emula-
tion. Conversely, failure of WBE attempts can give information about missed mo-
dalities, especially if they are done in close conjunction with in vivo studies. 

 

Computability 

WBE assumes that brain activity in large is Turing-computable. Should im-
portant functions be uncomputable WBE becomes infeasible (at least on conven-
tional computer architectures: it might work on unconventional hardware). At pre-
sent there is no convincing empirical evidence for uncomputability in the brain, 
although there is no shortage of claims for it. 

A related challenge is component tractability: can the simplest components 
simulated be understood and measured? For example, if the quantum-mind pro-
posals of (Penrose, 1989) were true, the relevant components might be quantum 
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states that cannot be measured even in principle, even if their dynamics were 
known and implementable on suitable quantum computer hardware.  

A less exotic form of component tractability problem might be the need for an-
alog signals or the right kind of randomness. While we have argued that these are 
unlikely to matter due to noise constraints (Sandberg & Bostrom, 2008), others 
have responded that they might hold an important role in the mind (Shores, 2011). 

Scale Separation 

In order for simulations on a particular scale to be valid, states and interactions 
on smaller scales must be encapsulated within the states and interactions of the 
emulation. Otherwise microscale events would produce macroscale outcomes that 
are not captured by the dynamics of the simulation. 

In some physical systems scale separation occurs: there exists a level where in-
teractions on shorter length and time scales average out, producing macroscale 
dynamics uncoupled from the dynamics on smaller scales (Hillerbrand, 2007) A 
typical example is the statistical mechanics of gases, where the exact molecular in-
teractions do not matter for deriving equations of state describing the macroscale 
behavior of the system. Another example is the scale separation between electric 
currents and logic operations in a computer, which enables emulation such as the 
earlier mentioned the 6502 emulation. Unfortunately not all systems show scale 
separation. Turbulent flows for example show correlations between size scales 
that make them interdependent: a simulation leaving out events at a fine resolution 
will produce nonphysical behavior (Bec, Cencini, Hillerbrand, & Turitsyn, 2008). 

Scale Separation is a key challenge for the WBE project. Does there exist a 
scale in the brain where finer interactions average out, or are each scale strongly 
linked to larger and smaller scales? If no such scale separation exists, then the fea-
sibility of WBE is much in doubt: no method with a finite size cut-off would 
achieve emulation. Biologically interesting simulations might still be possible, but 
they would be local to particular scales and phenomena. The existence of scale 
separation is a fundamental requirement of WBE, a practical problem for finding 
the optimal resolution of the model, as well as an intriguing scientific problem. 

In neural modeling it is common to separate the “mnemonic equations” (per-
manent or quasi-permanent changes in neural activities, such as memory) from the 
“neuronic equations” (the instantaneous behavior of the system) decoupled  
(Caianello, 1961) because they typically occurs on different time scales and hence 
are assumed to be largely decoupled. While the scale separation between different 
levels of the nervous system does not have as radical separation as in statistical 
physics, the different levels of the hierarchy – neural fields, neuron populations, 
individual neurons, ion channels – are often separated by one or two orders of 
magnitude, and may hence be amenable to statistical treatments that average small 
and fast scales, possibly introducing random noise from the coarsegraining of mi-
crodynamics  (Berglund, 2011). 
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Identifying scale separation 

One way of identifying scale separation is to analyze the capacity for error cor-
rection, where processes either dissipatively dampen deviations or they do not 
have any effect on other systems. In gases macrostates are treated as identical, in 
digital circuits small deviations in voltage are still treated as one or zero. In neu-
rons small differences in membrane potential have no effect on the all-or-nothing 
action potential generated or the postsynaptic potentials; at most they can act by 
influencing the exact timing of the signal generated.  

Given that brains evolved to function in a noisy environment where external 
(e.g. environmental conditions, microtraumas, changing nutrient states, parasites 
etc.) and internal disturbances (e.g. developmental noise, thermal noise, chemical 
noise) are common, various forms of error correction and robustness should be 
expected. Brains sensitive to microscale properties for their functioning would ex-
hibit erratic and non-adaptive behavior. If the differences introduced by simulation 
are smaller than the normal noise level (and of correctable type) then it is likely 
that scale separation would occur. 

A model of a dynamical system might deviate from the original system due to 
uncertainty in initial conditions, parameter uncertainty and model uncertainty. 
Typically the measure of points in parameter space where the dynamics shifts 
qualitatively is small, and for a biological system one should also assume that mi-
nor changes in structure do not cause catastrophic deviations: they would tend to 
evolve towards structural stability. Hence the qualitative properties of the system 
have a finite tolerance, and a simulation within this tolerance would produce simi-
lar behavior.   
 

Empirical bounds on scale separation in the brain 

Microstimulation of individual neurons can influence sensory decisions 
(Houweling & Brecht, 2008). In their experiment rats were trained to behaviorally 
respond to microstimulation of single neurons, showing that scale separation 
doesn’t occur between the single neuron firing level and the behavioral level. 
However, the experiment only succeeded for 5% of the trials and often just in-
duced weak and slow biases. It is not clear whether the experiment could succeed 
with single synapse stimulation.  

The noise level in the nervous system is fairly high, with spike-timing variabil-
ity reaching milliseconds due to ion channel noise. Perceptual thresholds and mo-
tor precision are noise limited. Various noise management solutions such as re-
dundant codes, averaging and bias have evolved (Faisal, Selen, & Wolpert, 2008). 

In synapses the presynaptic transient influx of calcium ions as a response to an 
action potential corresponds to just 13,000 ions  (Koch, 1999) (p. 458), and on the 
postsynaptic side just 250 ions  (Koch, 1999)(p. 302). These numbers are so small 
that numeric noise begins to be significant, and the chemical dynamics can no 
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longer be described as average concentrations. However, biological systems can 
resist the discretization noise through error correction mechanisms that lead to 
discrete attractor dynamics, in line with the evidence that synaptic plasticity in-
volve discrete changes rather than graded response (Ajay & Bhalla, 2006) (Bhalla, 
2004)(Elliott, 2011). 

It is hence not implausible that there exist sufficient scale separation on the 
synaptic and neuronal level: information is transmitted in a discrete code (with a 
possible exception of timing) between discrete entities. At finer resolution thermal 
and chemical noise will be significant, suggesting that evolution would have pro-
moted error correction and hence scale separation.  

Brain-centeredness 

A brain emulation would need to include at least some body and environment 
simulation. Bodily states are necessary for perception and action, since the brain's 
interaction with the environment is mediated by a body transducing between neu-
ral signals and sensory and motor signals. Bodily states also influence brain states 
directly and can contribute content (e.g. feelings of hunger triggered by hormones 
and stomach contractions). Hence some aspects of the body need to be part of the 
emulation framework. By the same token some environment for the body will 
have to be included.  

The level of brain-centeredness of WBE can get away with is uncertain. Some 
of the more extreme interpretations of the extended mind hypothesis seem to re-
quire emulating not just a brain but a whole social and physical environment (or 
linking the emulation through a robotic body with the physical world). On the oth-
er hand, people with serious disabilities still exhibit minds and selves despite 
strongly constrained bodies. 

The science and technology needed for accurate body models is likely to arrive 
well before WBE itself, especially since many of the physiological simulation and 
measurement methods may be necessary for developing WBE. Medical needs and 
entertainment (VR, realistic games) are likely to push realistic limits.   

Technological issues 

This group of issues deals with the technological feasibility of scanning brains 
and emulating them.  
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Simulation tractability 

The challenge of simulation tractability is whether simulation at the level set by 
scale separation can be done on a realizable computer. This might be fundamental 
(if the brain components are doing uncomputable operations) or practical (there 
will not be enough computing power available in the future to achieve meaningful 
WBE). As argued above, no uncomputable operations have so far been observed 
to play a biological role. However, at present we are certainly unable to muster the 
computer power required for WBE: the real feasibility question is if and when 
such computer power becomes available.  

One way of approaching this problem is to estimate available future computing 
power and compare it to estimates of brain emulation requirements (c.f.  
(Sandberg & Bostrom, 2008) p. 79-81). This produces a lower bound on when the 
technology might be available, since it is possible that the necessary interest, sci-
ence or funding has not arrived at the time. While this might be of limited use for 
arguing in favor of the eventual feasibility of brain emulation, it allows bounds on 
earliest arrival times that might be relevant for risk or policy considerations.  

Scanning tractability 

A related issue is whether scanning methods for the necessary level of detail 
are realisable (or ethically acceptable). 

Technologically there currently exist methods of imaging volumes of neural 
tissue at resolutions enough to discern the finest fibers  (Hayworth, Kasthuri, 
Schalek, & Lichtman, 2006) and detecting chemical content at slightly lower reso-
lution  (Micheva & Smith, 2007). The main limitation is that the scan volume is 
very limited. Arguments for the feasibility of scaling this up to mouse-brain sizein 
the very near future have been made (http://www.brainpreservation.org/ ). If the 
required resolution is finer, for example involving molecular complexes or the ex-
act genetic state of each cell, then the realisability becomes more uncertain.  

Scanning brains to produce emulations will likely be a destructive process, and 
the research needed to bring brain emulation to a success criterion will most cer-
tainly involve running software that might have phenomenological states under 
conditions that are aversive. There might hence exist a hindrance due to research 
ethics to enabling brain emulation: the necessary experiments might be technolog-
ically possible, but would be unethical to perform because they involve excessive 
risk of suffering. However, ethical unfeasibility does not seem likely to prevent 
practical exploitation if the rewards are high enough.  
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Conclusions 

WBE is a deeply challenging and long-term prospect. Given current neurosci-
entific and technological knowledge there doesn't seem to exist any fundamental 
obstacles, merely a large amount of engineering and research. Yet, extrapolations 
of technology and neuroscience are untrustworthy, especially given the possibility 
of foundational objections. While there doesn’t seem to exist any convincing 
knock-down arguments within the philosophy of mind against WBE, part of the 
reason may be that the overall success criteria are relatively floating. 

A problematic issue for the feasibility of WBE appears to be to bridge the high 
aims of structural validity with the limitation to just replicative validity. Develop-
ment of new methodologies of testing and quality assurance are likely necessary. 

In the near future the scale separation issue might provide a fruitful empirical 
way of testing the feasibility of WBE, with relevant implications in philosophy of 
mind and neuroscience. Attempts at achieving WBE may yield fruitful infor-
mation about the way complex behavior and perhaps minds emerge from neural 
systems. This includes the roles of noise and analog signals, the interaction be-
tween systems on different scales, the epistemology of neuroscience and (in the 
case of a convincing success) evidence for or against some theories of mind. 
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